Fiber Processing Request
For
Loch’s Maple Fiber Mill, Inc.
143 Cokely Road
Springville, Pa 18844
570-965-2679
www.lochsmaple.com
(Please send 1 copy of this form with each run of fiber)

Customer Name: ____________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________ State: _________ Zip code: ___________
Phone Number: _____________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________________________
Fiber Type: _________________________________________________________
Animal Name: _______________________________________________________
Special instructions: Please write on the back of this page
Services Requested
_____________ Skirting - $25.00 per fleece
(We strongly recommend you skirt your Fleece before shipping to save on
Shipping Cost for you)
_____________ Washing - We charge $2.50 per pound incoming weight per
Wash. (Normal number of washes is 2, however some may need more or less
Washes.)
_____________ Roving – Charges based on finished weight
_____________ $7.00 per pound for wool*
_____________ $7.50 per pound on Exotics* and for Blending
(This includes Picking, Carding and Pin Drafting) Spinning from Roving will result in Semi worsted Yarn.
_____________ Batting – $7.00 per pound finished weight for Felting or
Quilting, approximate size 26” x 60”
____________ Comb Top-$12 per pound washed weight (This includes Picking, Carding, Pin Drafting, Combing and Pin
drafting again) 5 pound washed weight Minimum for wool, other fibers may need larger quantities or blending (Not all
fibers can be combed ) Spinning from comb top will result in Proper Worsted Yarn!
____________ Comb top-$8 per pound for Fiber processed into an intact roving at an earlier date or at another mill. (Must
be an intact roving that will easily go through the pin drafter to size for combing)
Spinning
– Priced per pound finished weight
(2 pound minimum finished weight, minimum charge will be for 2 pounds even if run is less than 2 pounds.)
(This includes spinning, plying, skeining and washing of skeins) **
Wpi= Wraps per inch

Bulky - $15.00 (8 or less wpi) / Worsted - $15.00 (8 – 14 wpi)
DK - $17.00 (12-18 wpi)
Fingering Weight - $19.00 (24-30 wpi)

/ Sport weight - $17.00 - (18 – 24 wpi)

/ Lace weight - $19.00 (36-42-wpi) - No more than 2 ply for fingering or lace

Yarn Weight________________________ Number of Ply__________________

How would you like it skeined?
_____________ Traditional _________________ Cone (Yarn returned on Cones will not be washed)
* Exotic: Alpaca, Angora, Llama, Mohair, Fine wools.
** Fiber must go through the washing and roving process to be spun.
(To calculate the charges: washing + roving or comb top + Spinning)
Prices effective 1/2011
Prices Subject to Change without notice
Payment in full due before Fiber is returned
Fiber not paid for within 45 days of notification of completion becomes the property of Loch’s Maple Fiber mill, Inc.

